Welcome to the World of the Bergamasco
“Pastore de Bergamasco” - “Shepherd of the Alps”
History:

This ancient and noble breed can trace its origins back several thousand years to
Persia and the Himalayan Lowlands. Towards the latter part of the last century, Dr.
Maria Andreoli rediscovered the breed working with cattle and sheep in the Italian Alps
and set up a breeding programme to save them from extinction. In the UK they are
classified as an Import Register Breed, in the Pastoral Group.

Appearance:

The Bergamasco is a solidly compact dog, with a
square body, powerful build and rustic appearance. It
is strong, agile and has speed of movement. Males
weigh 32–38 kilograms and females weigh 26–32
kilograms. Their height is around 54–62 centimetres
(21–24 in) and the life expectancy is 13–15 years.

That Coat!

The breed's most distinctive feature is the unusual felted
coat, which is characterized by three types of hair: a fine,
dense, oily undercoat, long harsher hairs similar to a
goat’s and a top woolly outer-coat. From around 10
months of age, the three types of hair weave together to
form flat maps/flocks/felts. The maps start from the spine
and go down the flanks, continually growing until they
reach the ground. The coat colour can be any shade of
grey, to a mixture of grey and black, to plain black with
occasional patches of brown. The thick curtain of hair that
covers the eyes serves as a visor, so as not to be dazzled
by the sun reflecting off the snow in the mountains and is
held off the face by extremely long eyelashes.

Characteristics and Temperament:
alert * observant * very intelligent * balanced *
patient * good self-control * cautious * empathic
* establishes a close bond with his owner and
family * a vigilant guardian * strong protective
instinct * sound judgement * their relationship
with children is something very special * loyal
* tolerant * attentive * loyal * therapy dogs *
unselfish * playful * humorous * loving *
no known health issues * peaceful

Bergamascos
in the UK
B.O.F.F. (Bergamasco Owners and Friends Fraternity)
is a UK Breed Club, formed by dedicated owners and breeders, whose aims are
to preserve, protect, nurture, support and secure the future of this wonderful
and extraordinary breed. What does B.O.F.F. provide and offer?
BOFF works with leading global breeders
Every prospective owner undergoes a vetting procedure
Regular newsletters
Group of experienced owners to assist & train on coat care
Assistance with puppy finding & importation if appropriate
Members own Facebook forum and other social media
Advice on diet & health, plus rescue, re-homing and welfare
Support for owners, whatever the issue
Co-ordinated and responsible UK breeding programme
Open Day held annually to ‘Meet the Breed’ (please check
website for next date)

www.bergamasco-owners.co.uk
www.facebook.com/boffuk
@boffbergamasco
info@bergamasco-owners.co.uk
Bergamascos
like:
People
Playing
Agility
Showing
Frisbee
Flyball
Sand and Snow
To have purpose
Being loved!

An excellent Breed
handbook if you are
considering a Bergamasco.
By Maria Andreoli and
Donna de Falcis,
available from Amazon .

